


In May-June 2024, the Honors College is offering its 
Honors Study Abroad exclusively located in Paris, France, 
and this year we’re inviting English majors to join the 
trip! We’ll stay in the beautiful and historic Latin Quarter 
(so-named because it’s an ancient university neighborhood

by-case basis), this study abroad allows you to complete 6 ENG 
credits at once! Led by Dr. Pascale Manning and Dr. Stewart Cole, 
this study abroad marks our 10th trip for UWO and our 5th trip to 
Paris with students, who have universally recognized their 
experience in Paris as life-altering. 

We hope you’ll join us! Interested students should complete 
Steps 1 and 2 of  the application (and thus save a seat) as soon 

as possible.

where medieval scholars worked exclusively in Latin). From our exceptional temporary home (next door to the sweeping publicly 
accessible grounds of  the Jardin du Luxembourg), we’ll venture out daily to visit the city’s most awe-inspiring, significant 
(historically, architecturally, culturally), and of  course famous sites. With its music-filled streets, world-class museums and art 
galleries, architectural wonders, and…food!           , Paris is at once a captivating destination and the perfect site from which to 
advance your knowledge of  culture, history, art, politics, and philosophy. You’ll learn about everything from opera to architecture 
to grafitti artistry to political history … to what it means to be a flâneur! And you’ll return home enriched by it all.
 Satisfying ENG 205, Literature from a Global Perspective, and a 300-level English course (to be determined on a case-
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v Dr. Stewart Cole (coles@uwosh.edu) &                                                                                                       
Dr. Pascale Manning (manningp@uwosh.edu)

v Trip Dates: May 25th to June 11th, 2024.

v 6 credits (ENG 205 Literature from a Global Perspective – which satisfies both your 
literature and  Global Citizenship requirements and a 300-level ENG majors credit)
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your professors

v Why Paris? Not only is Paris perhaps the world’s most desirable tourist destination (see the previous slide!), it also has public 
health measures in place to ensure that museum visits can be conducted and performances attended in the safest possible way. 

v What if  I don’t speak French? That’s okay! The courses are in English, of  course, and Paris receives millions of  non-French 
speaking visitors every year. In addition, Dr. Manning speaks French as a first language, while Dr. Cole is also fluent, so they 
can answer any questions you may have and offer any help you may need.

v Application deadlines: Steps I and II are due by NOON on Friday February 9, 2024; Step III is due by NOON on Friday 
February 16, 2024.

v Photo credits: all photographs on these slides were taken by Dr. Manning or Dr. Cole on previous Honors study abroad programs in Paris, with the exception of  
the above, which was taken by the talented Sara Allen (an Honors student) in January, 2020!
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